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Presentation Notes
Présentation standard de l’ESRF. Elle est composée de 11 diapositives présentant :- L’ESRF en bref avec des chiffres clés- L’ESRF : Une coopération de 21 pays- Le campus EPN (European photon & neutron science campus)- Au cœur du campus mondial d’innovation- L’ESRF joue un rôle crucial dans l'Europe de la recherche- Il y a environ 50 synchrotrons dans le monde- 4 prix Nobel parmi les utilisateurs- Une meilleure technique pour une meilleure science- ESRF : PLUS de 20 ans de succès et d’excellence- Un programme ambitieux de modernisation- Esrf upgrade programme PHASE II 



 First high-energy synchrotron of the new generation
 Replacement of the 32 cells in the ring
 Increase of brilliance and coherence (less divergence and smaller in size)
 Flux: 100x more intense than previous source

 Current and emittance
 Today: 200mA with 126.6pm H and 10pm V
 Availability: 96.08% in 2020, 98.8% in 2021
 Objective Dec. 2021: 200mA : 135pm H and <10pm V

 Beamlines are operational

 Flux: up to 1016 ph/sec in monochromatic

 Our Challenges
 Flux (non linearity, radiation damage)
 Detection of higher energy X-rays

The ESRF – Light for scienceNEWS FROM ESRF EBS
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1012 ph/s

1014 ph/s
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ESRF is a major experimental research facility that operates a powerful source of X-ray light and thirty beamlines for basic and applied investigations across a wide range of scientific and industrial fields.The synchrotron light source is a storage ring for 6-GeV electrons, of 850 m circumference,equipped with more than 50 insertion devices (magnetic arrayswhich cause the circulating electrons to emit synchrotron radiation of extremelyhigh brilliance).The various ESRF beam lines, arranged around the storage ring in an annularExperimental Hall, are optimised for specific techniques and permit research infields such as biology and medicine, chemistry, earth and environmental sciences,materials and surface science, and physics. A further thirteen beamlines, drawingsynchrotron radiation from the bending magnets of the storage ring, have beenset up and are operated by national organisations (Collaborating ResearchGroups).ESRF covers a broad spectrum of scientific activity. In what follows, we describe some of the highlights within these activities.Very intense, micrometer sized and extremely parallel beams are emitted by electrons circulating in the storage ring with a speed close to that of light. Exiting through beamports in the shield wall around the storage tunnel these laser-like beams enter 40 highly specialised 'beamlines' situated in the experimental hall of 1 km circumference. They are further conditioned by ultra-precise X-ray optics such as mirrors with atomically flat surfaces and monochromator crystals made of silicon. The X-ray beams can be focused to spots on the nanometer scale, thousands of times smaller than the diameter of a human hair. Special detectors, many two-dimensional, permit fast data recording. Each beamline uses highly specialised methods such as diffraction, fluorescence spectroscopy and imaging. Alone or in combination, these techniques allow the researchers to gain valuable insight into not only the static structure of matter, but also the dynamic behaviour of atoms and molecules on a timescale down to the picosecond level.Research at the ESRF covers a wide range of scientific fields including physics, chemistry, biology, environmental and life sciences, medicine and materials such as semiconductors, metal alloys and polymers. Researchers from industry are also very interested in the experimental opportunities offered by the ESRF to study pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, biomaterials and semiconductor components.The ESRF, after ten years of operation, has prepared a long-term plan aimed at a significant upgrade ofthe X-ray source and the scientific infrastructure (especially X-ray optics and detectors), in order to keepthe Facility at the forefront of research with synchrotron radiation and to exploit its specific strengths.Furthermore the experimental programme has been developed by combining different experimental techniquesand by moving towards partnerships of enhanced scientific collaboration (for example in thefields of material sciences and soft condensed matter).Science inspires because it questions our understanding of ourselves and our world. Where do we come from? What are we made of? How did life evolve? How did our planet form? Are we alone? Will we be able to sustain life in the future? From biology, through materials sciences and energyresearch to fundamental physics and cosmology, the ESRF pursues grand questions that have always concerned humankind.



PRODUCTION, SUPPORT AND ENGINEERING

Cameras for imaging detectors
 16-channel Frelon Camera, 16x16µm2, 1920 x 1920 pixels, 37fps, 270ke
 Characterization campaign of new sCMOS sensor (Gpixel and custom) : ANDOR, FLI, Princeton, 

Ximea, AXIS Photonique

Optics design
 Design of detector head for ultra fast XRI applications
 Design of zoom optics for pink beam XRI applications

Engineering and production of thin film scintillators
 Production of GGG:Eu, GGG:Tb and LSO:Tb (1 to 50µm)
 Dev. & production of LSO:Ce on YbSO for ultra fast imaging (1 to 20µm)
 Dev. of free standing LYSO:Ce , down to 40 µm

Hybrid pixel detectors
 Installation of EIGER detectors from PSI: Cooling and software integration (2 systems + 1 to come)

Diagnostics
 Installation of white beam viewers for BLs restart
 Design of compact 4-quadrants Si with a central hole
 Design of fast Ionization Chamber
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DEPLOYMENT OF COMMERCIAL DETECTORS 

Hybrid pixel detectors
 EIGER2 (8 systems, 1M-W to 16M) 
 Pilatus3 (2 systems, custom and 2M)
 Sensors: 8x CdTe, 2x Si

Cameras
 sCMOS cameras: PCO, ANDOR, Ximea, Axis Photonique
 Ultra fast camera: Photron (CFT, 3 cameras tested)

Optics
 White beam microscopes: Monochromatic and twin microscope objectives
 Compact zoom optics with 4 scintillators and 2 cameras

Spectroscopy detectors
 Single element : 2mm thick Si from Hitachi
 Multi-elements: 3 and 7 elements from Hitachi
 Multi-elements: 18elts Ge from Mirion on CRG (2 systems)
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THE ESRF DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLAN (DDP)
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XIDER * SPHIRD * SMARTPIX JUNGFRAU CITIUS

Pixelated semiconductor sensors                

Scintillator sensors* and FOP coupling

Distributed control and data acquisition*

SDD and Ge Detectors                
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-In-house expertise
-Custom design for BLs

-TSV
-Vehicle for data acquisition

-Collaboration with PSI
-Evaluation of charge 
integrating detector
-BLs deployment

-Collaboration with SPring-8
-Optical coupling for indirect 

detection

- Development to address the new MBA 
ESRF-EBS lattice 

-Collaboration with microelectronics design 
groups

- Dev. phase ->2023
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The EPN science campus is an international science hub hosting three major European institutes along with joint partnerships. It hosts a staff of 1500, including 500 scientists or postgraduate students, and welcomes more than 8000 guest researchers every year, resulting in more than 2500 publications annually in peer-reviewed journals.Grenoble, in the heart of the French Alps, is famous for science and innovation. In a world where technological progress depends more than ever on fundamental research, the European Photon and Neutron Science Campus (EPN) offers not only the world’s most powerful neutron source, the ILL, but also the world’s premier source of protons, the ESRF.As service institutes, the ILL and the ESRF provide facilities for scientists from their 19 member countries and others from all over the world. The EMBL has its Grenoble laboratories on the campus and runs a scientific programme strongly related to the neighbouring neutron and photon facilities and amplified through numerous collaborative projects. Scientific instrumentation of this quality has made the campus a unique location for experiments breaking new ground in modern research, in fields as diverse as structural biology, fundamental physics, or the science of materials. To maintain this momentum the institutes seek synergies and scientific partnerships at every level. As science advances and research needs develop, new support facilities are provided such as the Partnership for Structural Biology (PSB), with its highly specialised laboratory for the deuteration of biological samples (D-Lab), and its materials science support laboratory. At the ESRF, eleven Collaborating Research Groups complement the offer of beamlines to the European scientific community. 
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